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Home is…

uring Sarah Joyce and Zak Cutler’s first interaction
at Queens University Commerce Frosh Week
in 2004, “he thought I was hitting on him,” she
recalls with a laugh. “I said, ‘Do I know you from somewhere?’
I legitimately thought he looked familiar, especially after I found out
he was from Ottawa too. We still have never resolved whether that
was true or not.”

Being together
anywhere in the world

Classmates and friends during their first year, they worked at
the same Canada Post summer internship in Ottawa. “It was really
during the summer, when we were working together and having
lunch together every day, that we fell in love,” says Sarah.
They started dating during their second year. After university,
they moved to Toronto and worked for competing strategy
consulting firms — she at Monitor Deloitte (previously Monitor
Group) and he at McKinsey & Company. Their relationship
turned long-distance while Sarah completed a two-year MBA at
Stanford University in California and an internship at Lululemon
in Vancouver; Zak would often fly to visit her. When Sarah got her
current job in retail strategy at Saks Fifth Avenue in 2014, the couple
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moved to New York City while Zak continues to
work for McKinsey’s Toronto office, where he was
recently elected Partner.

to spend the day getting ready, relaxing, and
taking wedding pictures before the main event.
“Everyone says the day goes by so fast,” she says.
“Since we had the whole day, when the wedding
kicked off, we could be fully present.”

“It’s definitely been a non-traditional type
of relationship,” reflects Sarah. “We’ve pursued
our own things and still always been there for one
another. Going away to school gave me such an
appreciation for what we have. He has been so
supportive and let me chase my own adventures,
and I’ve done the same for him. I think it says a
lot about us.”

Sarah walked down the aisle in an Alvina
Valenta wedding dress, purchased at Kleinfeld’s
in New York City with the help of her mother,
future mother-in-law, sister/maid of honour, and
best friend. She knew she’d found the one when
her sister started crying and she started dancing
on the platform: “They said, if you put on a dress
and it makes you want to move your hips, you’ve
found the winner.”

The couple had known each other for 10
years and dated for nine. “Talk about locking it
down early,” she jokes, when they took a weekend
trip to Italy over the U.S. Thanksgiving in
November 2014. After spending the day walking
around the city of Milan, they were getting
ready for dinner in their hotel room when Zak
popped the question. “I remember I was feeling
so grateful,” recalls Sarah, “and I hugged him and
said, ‘This is so special. I feel like we should have
an occasion.’ It turned out he had had an occasion
in mind the whole time!”

The dress features lace on top that gently
flows down to a chiffon overlay. What surprised
Sarah most about her choice was the dress’ thin
delicate straps and open back. “I never realized
how pretty that can be to use your back as an
asset,” she says.
Her wedding style was complemented
by oyster grey Jenny Yu bridesmaids’ dresses
and wedding colours of white, gold, and muted
neutrals, with light pink and a pop of fuschia
incorporated into the bridesmaids’ bouquets and
floral candelabras.

They knew they wanted to get married the
following summer in Ottawa and hired a wedding
planner, Stacey Price from The Design Co. “Being
a bride planning a wedding from outside the city,”
says Sarah, “it was really helpful having someone
who knew all the key vendors.”

After the ceremony, the 145-guest wedding
moved to the Chateau Laurier, where the couple
was able to rent the Laurier Room and host the
cocktail hour on the outside terrace overlooking
Ottawa. They were thrilled to get to mingle and
enjoy it along with their guests.

For their wedding venue, they chose the
Notre-Dame Cathedral on Sussex Avenue because
they wanted a downtown location to showcase
Ottawa for their out-of-town guests. The
wedding took place at six-thirty p.m.; Sarah and
Zak embraced the late timeslot as an opportunity

“It was just one hour, between the church
and the reception, but it was one of our favourite
parts,” says Sarah. “There’s nothing better than
having all the people you love all in one place;
how perfect it was to actually participate!”
The reception took place in the Adam
Room, where the blue walls acted as a neutral
backdrop for the decor, which mingled the gold
of the candelabras and the mixed metals of the
candles that adorned the long tables. “I never
pictured myself as a ballroom wedding bride, but
the effortless elegance of the Chateau is tough
to beat,” says Sarah. “Everything is so beautiful
already, that you can layer on top of it. It all came
together stylistically.”
Sarah and Zak wanted their big day to be
personal and representative of them and their
families. The couple flew in their priest from
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New York City to preside over the ceremony.
“Since it wasn’t our church,” she says, “bringing
our priest, with whom we did our marriage
preparation courses, and having him be a part
of the day made it personal for us.” And in their
gifts to wedding guests, they sought to emulate
Sarah’s late grandmother’s tradition of leaving
‘bed presents’ when her grandchildren stayed
over, giving out maple syrup and the famous
“Obama Cookies” from Le Moulin de Provence.
The father-daughter dance served as
one of the evening’s many touching moments.
While a home video played of Sarah tickling
her father, they danced to a mix of two Bruce
Springsteen songs, “When You Need Me” and
“Book of Dreams.” “The dance is a tearjerker,
but when you combine it with the video, it’s an
insight into our father-daughter relationship,”
Sarah says.
Sarah and Zak’s first dance was to “Feels
like Home” by Chantal Kreviazuk. “This was
one of the themes of our wedding,” she says.
“Ottawa will always be our home, but being
together anywhere in the world feels like home
now, too.” W
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Get the Look

We’re seriously swooning over Sarah and Zak’s wedding style. It was tough to choose, but we’ve
selected five fabulous features that made their big day extra special. If you like what you see, find out how to
snag their bridal look below.

The dress
Sarah purchased her stunning Alvina Valenta creation from Kleinfeld Bridal in New York City.
The thin delicate straps, wide open back and lace top immediately had this bride saying “yes”
to the dress. “The brand is known for its ‘effortless chic romanticism,’ which is exactly what
I fell in love with the moment I tried it on.” To find your own Alvina Valenta bridal beauty, check
out Ottawa’s White Satin at www.whitesatin.ca.

The guestbook
Sarah and Zak went with a twist on tradition for their wedding guestbook. Everyone in attendance
was asked to use the Polaroid Instant digital camera provided and add their pic and best wishes
to a book ordered from Etsy — a one-stop online shop for all things custom, creative and
sometimes even couture! For your own personal online purchases, check out www.etsy.ca and
www.amazon.ca.

The welcome bag
Guests received staple sweet treats upon arrival for this couple’s big day — maple syrup from
Proulx Farm and a maple leaf shortbread cookie from Moulin de Provence (now affectionately
called the “Obama cookie” following the U.S. president’s visit to the nation’s capital). “My
grandmother had a tradition that whenever we slept over at her house, there would be a ‘bed
present’ waiting for us on our beds. So we crafted notes for each guest explaining this tradition
with some local treats and sightseeing ideas as their ‘bed present.’ Check out Cumberland’s
Proulx Farm at www.proulxberryfarm.com and Moulin de Provence at www.moulindeprovence.com.

The robes
Choosing what your girls will wear while being pampered that morning has become almost as
important as the wedding gown. Sarah selected beautiful In Bloom blue robes from Saks Fifth
Avenue in New York City for her bridal squad. “Getting ready with the girls was one of the fun
parts of the day and the robes are a nice memory.” In Bloom by Jonquil is also available at
Nordstrom. Check out the selection at shop.nordstrom.com.

Wedding Party
Bridesmaids
Lisa Joyce

Maid of honour

Laura Tegelberg

Friend of the bride

Becky Turnbull

Friend of the bride

The accessories

Jillian Lawson

Friend of the bride

The options are endless when selecting your bridal accessories and a traditional veil is no longer
the designated go-to to complete your look. “I knew I wanted to wear my hair pretty natural —
down with loose curls swept to the side for the ceremony. My hairstylist suggested I add this
accessory to make it feel more elegant and special for my wedding day.” Sarah found her beautiful
hair piece from Wedding Belles New York at Nordstrom. To find your own bridal topper, check out
shop.nordstrom.com.

Groomsmen
Ben Cutler

Best man

Mike Cutler

Best man

Mark Harris

Friend of the groom

Craig Johnston

Friend of the groom

Kevin Joyce

Brother of the bride

Compiled by Lindsay Ruck.
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